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Lesson type: knowledge approfundation; 
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Grade: V-th A; 

Proponent: Varga Nicoleta Felicia. 

 

Key competences: 

 Maternal language communication; 

 Cultural expression and cultural awareness;  

 

General competences: 

1.     Literar and non literar text interpretantion form life abilities’ perspective;  

2.     Using reading for personal development.  

Specific competences: 

1.2 Expressing oppinions related to literar characters’ behaviour and attitudes on achieved or 

absent life abillities;  

2.1 Personal oppinion expression about reading role in personal developement.   

2.2 The association of personal needs and studied texts aiming personal developement.   

 Didactic methods and procedures: the exposure, the explanation, conversation, brainstorming, 

multi voting, values piramyd, reflexive journal. 

Organizational method: individual, frontal and group work. 

Didactic means: the novel „Wonder” by R.J Palacio, lesson worksheets, computer, RED 

resources, jamboard. 

 

Lesson argument: The lesson added value consists in its intercurricular character aiming to 

bring into students’ attention two arts syncretism –literature and cinema. To a harmonious 

development, the student must learn to communicate and to make himself understood by 

others. For this reason I choose to introduce them into the universe of a literary text that most of 

them have read as a supplementary lecture, without understanding all the significations from 

characters’ level or from the cultural values that the novel transmits. Cultural expression is a key 

competence that every one of us must permanently develop. The interest on culture, the thirst for 

knowledge, the ability to decipher moral values, personal values and cultural values, we must 

cultivate on our children during early school years. 

 

Didactic scenario – EUR(evocation, understanding refflecting) 

EVOCATION: 

   Teacher enshures students’ prezence into the clasroom or online on lesson platform.  



 

The students have read the novel „Wonder”, they disscoused during previous lessons 

about social relations of frienship, empathy, collegiality, family relations and so on... 

Based on these content, the lesson starts with a brainstorming session. Students are asked 

to name all the words that come to their mind starting from the word „ person” 

 The teacher writes on the whiteboard students’ words. In the situation, the lesson is held 

online, the words are written on the Jam Board. 

Working time : 5 minutes. 

 

UNDERSTANDING THE MEANING: 

 The following stage of the lesson will apply multiple voting techniques. All the words 

mentioned before are written with a number of order on the whiteboard (or jam board). Divided 

on groups, students must decide a smaller number of terms appropriate for the meaning of the 

substantive „ person”. They will come to a consents and they will choose five words. After 

deciding how many words they should select, students will choose the five representative words.  

 Duration: 7 minutes.  

 In the next stage all classmates will build a values pyramid, ranking values according to 

their own vision.  

  Starting from these conclusions, students are answering to the following question: „ The 

five values you wrote may be found into the novel „Wonder” by R. J. Palacio? If the answer is 

„Yes”, name the characters and the situations!”. Students are debating into groups and they are 

giving answers that they consider appropriate. Teacher explains that there are no wrong answers 

as long as text based contexts are discovered to encourage the liberty of thinking and expressing. 

Time resources: 10 minutes. 

To outline concepts that students previously exposed, the study groups will watch the 

short movie “The present”: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjqiU5FgsYc 

  

 The aim of this movie is to draw attention, to outline empathy as fundamental human 

value, to underline acceptance and encouragement’s importance into human life. 

Time resource: 5 minutes. 

 Students will answer to a few questions starting from the movie they watched: 

1. Did you enjoy this movie? 

2. What feeling you got in the beginning comparing with those in the end? 

3. What attitude the mother had when she gave the present? 

4. Are the appearances deceiving? 

Students are marking their answers on lesson worksheet or on the jamboard. 

Time resource: 5 minutes.  

 After the debates based on the two artistic works, students are asked to express their 

opinion on the values they identified based on a small text from “ The Little Prince” by Antoine 

de Saint- Exupery.” Here is my secret. It is very simple: you can’t see right with the heart. The 

essential rests invisible for the eye.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjqiU5FgsYc


Time resource: 8 minutes. 

 

REFLECTION: 

  

1. Create an acronim for a self caracterization finding common features with the two 

characters you annalyzed before into the novel and the movie.  

2. Reflexive journal : What did you learned from this activity?   

Time resource: 10 minutes. 

 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1a5Ifpaj62mP9OTYnqWl8UQPEClsvJ6AwcGi35EuAXVA

/viewer?f=7  

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1a5Ifpaj62mP9OTYnqWl8UQPEClsvJ6AwcGi35EuAXVA/viewer?f=7
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1a5Ifpaj62mP9OTYnqWl8UQPEClsvJ6AwcGi35EuAXVA/viewer?f=7

